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If the Fourth Amendment is designed to protect citizens from law enforcement abusing its powers, why are so many unarmed Americans killed? Traditional understandings of the Fourth Amendment suggest that it has an exogenous effect on police use of force, i.e., that the Fourth Amendment provides the ground rules for how and when law enforcement can use force that police departments turn into use-of-force policies that ostensibly limit police violence. In this Article, we question whether this exogenous understanding of the Fourth Amendment in relation to excessive force claims is accurate by engaging in an empirical assessment of the use-of-force policies in the seventy-five largest American cities. We find that rather than translating Fourth Amendment standards into specific rules for police and clear protections for citizens in a “top down” fashion, use-of-force policies largely regurgitate the Fourth Amendment’s ambiguities concerning what is “reasonable” while inserting additional equivocations that reflect the interests of law enforcement. This empirical evidence, along with a doctrinal examination of how use-of-force policies are used when presented to federal courts, gives rise to a new understanding of the Fourth Amendment, where self-serving police understandings of excessive force are embedded in use-of-force policies and shape the meaning of reasonable force. These policies are often relied upon, referenced, or deferred to by federal courts as a lawful implementation of an ambiguous Fourth Amendment. Thus, rather than the Fourth Amendment...
having an exogenous effect on use-of-force policies and police behavior, this Article argues that federal courts often embrace an endogenous, or "bottom-up" meaning of excessive force where the policy preferences of police departments are rearticulated as constitutional law. This finding from our empirical work provides a new way to understand why use-of-force policies and the Fourth Amendment have been ineffective in combating excessive force by the police. Moreover, this endogenous understanding of Fourth Amendment excessive force jurisprudence opens up new avenues for legal reform.

INTRODUCTION

Recent high-profile killings of unarmed Black people by the police and resulting social movements have brought renewed attention to the constitutional limits on police use of force during arrests or investigatory stops—an area governed by the Fourth Amendment. Since the 1980s, the Supreme Court has
engaged in a series of decisions—notably Tennessee v. Garner and Graham v. Connor—that, on their face, appear to provide greater protection for the public by limiting police discretion. Garner holds that police may not use deadly force to apprehend fleeing suspects, while the Court in Graham refines the constitutional boundaries of police use of force by stating that such actions must be reasonable. In this context, the Court and legal scholars have largely framed the Fourth Amendment as a legal shield against police abuse and mistreatment or as a repository of legal rights that protect citizens from undue State power while being exogenous to on-the-ground police/community interactions. Although commentators have raised concerns over whether these constitutional provisions offer enough tactical guidance to constrain police power, the overall sentiment concerning the Fourth Amendment as a set of external governing rules that restrain police action is largely accepted in legal doctrine and traditional scholarly literature.

It would be expected that this aspect of the Fourth Amendment and its interpretative turn toward “reasonableness” since Graham would provide community members basic, if not meaningful, protections against police violence—or, at the very least, hold police officers and departments accountable after the fact when there is clear evidence of abuse. Many police departments have aligned their policies with this judicial understanding of the constitutional limitations placed on the police and have developed other tactical measures thought to be commensurate with the Court’s holdings.

Yet, police violence remains a constant, if not growing, problem in many communities. Despite recent media atten-

3 Id. at 395 (“Today we make explicit what was implicit in Garner’s analysis, and hold that all claims that law enforcement officers have used excessive force—deadly or not—in the course of an arrest, investigatory stop, or other ’seizure’ of a free citizen should be analyzed under the Fourth Amendment and its ’reasonableness’ standard, rather than under a ’substantive due process’ approach.”).
4 See, e.g., BAKERSFIELD POLICE DEPT., BAKERSFIELD PD POLICY MANUAL 60 (2017) (“[E]very member of this department is expected to use these guidelines to make [use-of-force] decisions in a professional, impartial and reasonable manner.”).
tion and protest, the situation remains bleak: data suggests that police are killing people at roughly the same rate as they did before Michael Brown’s shooting in Ferguson, Missouri sparked national protests. As officers continue to be acquitted of charges or not charged at all—even when questionable police killings and other acts of aggression are documented on video—communities are still finding little accountability in the legal system.


This draws attention to a tension that deserves further theoretical, doctrinal, and empirical exploration: how is it that Fourth Amendment jurisprudence on police use of force can be thought of by the Court and many legal scholars as restricting police and yet, as an empirical matter, communities (especially those of color) are experiencing continued if not increasing instances of police violence? Put differently, how can it be that ostensibly protective if not progressive constitutional standards and judicial interpretations aimed at greater fairness, transparency, and restraint are so profoundly ineffective?

A common response to these questions is that police violence is a product of individualized racism, i.e., the racism—whether implicit or explicit—of individual officers⁸ that undermines the protective nature of Fourth Amendment doctrine. According to this "bad apples" framing, the solution is simple: more and better training aimed at reducing implicit bias and removing officers who demonstrate explicit racism. In this way, the institutions that support and enable these officers remain without scrutiny—especially federal courts in their decisions on whether certain uses of force violate the constitution. The racism of individual officers is, of course, important, and improving officer training to maximize respect for community members and minimize force in resolving conflict is essential to ethical and effective policing. But it is also important to be attentive to the roles played by policy in these dynamics.

A fruitful place to begin this work is to understand how the Fourth Amendment shapes local, official ground rules for...
when, how, and in what manner police can use force against civilians. Recent discussions concerning police violence have focused on a number of potential reforms, from body cameras to civilian review boards to implicit bias testing. Yet, surprisingly, the basic rules and regulations that govern police engagements have been largely neglected as a site for scholarly attention. These administrative regulations concerning civilian-police encounters—known as "use of force policies"—dictate, delimit, and incentivize police behavior. They are written policies of how police must act in scenarios where force against citizens is used as part of their law enforcement duties.

Use-of-force policies serve at least two core overlapping functions: (1) they are the guidelines and instructions police departments use to train and direct officers on when, where, and how much force to use; and (2) they are also often used to decide whether an officer's conduct is punishable by the department after an incident. Thus, these policies are embedded in both the production of the violent event as well as how that event is read and legitimated in administrative and legal contexts after it happens. Taken together, use-of-force policies perform the important function of both instructing officers in force usage and providing a standard by which alleged deviations may be measured. As a result, such policies are an important place for scholarly inquiry to understand how Fourth Amendment jurisprudence is translated into local rules and the role these policies might play to produce lasting and meaningful reform in a context of persistent police violence.9

Despite this critical role, there is currently little systematic knowledge of the content in police use-of-force policies. To further our understanding of these policies, this Article engages in an empirical analysis of use-of-force policies from the seventy-five largest cities10 in the United States.11 Scholars across many disciplines have conducted empirical work on use-of-force policies, largely focusing on aggregate incidents,

---

9 See Johan Galtung, Violence, Peace, and Peace Research, 6 J. PEACE RES. 167, 173 (1969) ("Structural violence is silent, it does not show—it is essentially static, it is the tranquil waters. In a static society, personal violence will be registered, whereas structural violence may be seen as about as natural as the air around us." (emphasis omitted)).

10 Of the top seventy-five largest cities, the use-of-force policy from Memphis, TN (the twenty-fifth) is not available. We therefore excluded Memphis from our analysis and included the seventy-sixth largest city, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

individual case studies, or models for intervention in a manner that is largely detached from Fourth Amendment considerations. The use-of-force study in this Article differs from other scholarly work in that the unit of analysis is the policies themselves. By conducting a rich content analysis of these seventy-five use-of-force policies, this study collects, codes, and evaluates local police understandings of Fourth Amendment restrictions regarding excessive use of force.

Our study highlights three important findings. First, use of force policies rely upon the vagueness and ambiguity of Fourth Amendment case law. By this, we mean that virtually every use-of-force policy contains the language of "reasonableness" reiterated throughout court decisions since *Graham v. Connor* in 1989 without much discussion of what this construct means as an on-the-ground, tactical matter. Absent further textual instruction on what "reasonable" means in particular circumstances, the judicial interpretation of this Fourth Amendment protection remains unarticulated, devolving into a legal gray area. Second, as a result of this ambiguity, use-of-force policies largely refrain from affirmative policymaking, which gives police officers wide latitude to use the force they deem appropriate in any given situation. Rather than restraining police behavior, this latitude can function as creating *before the fact* justifications for police force. Third, these use-of-force policies do not include sufficient protections for civilian health and safety.

These empirical findings not only provide useful insights into the inner workings of use-of-force policies, they also suggest a novel theoretical understanding of the Fourth Amendment's relation to these policies. The Fourth Amendment, as with much of statutory and constitutional law, is thought of as an exogenous mechanism that governs police engagements. Because the Fourth Amendment is conceived as a repository of rights for citizens against the police, surrounding debates

---

largely frame it as an external legal mechanism that provides rules that constrain state power through judicial review. The empirical analysis of use-of-force policies provided in this Article, however, suggests that the judiciary's understanding of the Fourth Amendment and constitutionality of police force may be endogenous rather than exogenous. Instead of an independent judiciary determining the meaning of the Fourth Amendment and impressing it upon local police departments, local departments create meaning and symbolic adherence to ambiguous constitutional norms by developing use-of-force policies that reflect their own institutional and administrative preferences. In turn, federal courts defer to these policies as a reasonable iteration of police force.

To make this argument, we extend Lauren Edelman's legal endogeneity theory to the Fourth Amendment and use-of-force policy context. Edelman developed this sociological account to explain how the Civil Rights Act of 1964, despite its progressive aspirations, did not produce its intended effects on discrimination in hiring and other workplace dynamics. Legal endogeneity permits a more nuanced theorization of Fourth Amendment excessive force jurisprudence. Fourth Amendment scholars have discussed federal courts' tendency to defer to police expertise. These largely historical and doctrinal accounts examine how police officers' status as professionals has been used to offer testimonial or experiential knowledge that can assist the court. Yet, this scholarship has not empirically explored the sociological dynamics leading courts to not simply defer to expert testimony or police practices, but to allow the policy preferences of police departments—as organiza-

14 See generally id. at 3–20 (examining change in workplace inequality or the basis of race and gender in the decades after the Civil Rights Act of 1969 became law).
15 See, e.g., Anna Lvovsky, The Judicial Presumption of Police Expertise, 130 HARV. L. REV. 1995, 1997 (2017) (exploring the history of courts seeking police expert testimony in criminal matters); Aziz Huq, Fourth Amendment Gloss, 113 NW. U. L. REV. 701, 703 (2019) (drawing upon the idea of 'historical gloss' in the separation of powers context to highlight how longstanding, on-the-ground police practices in search and seizure contexts informs judicial decision making). For broader discussions of judicial deference in criminal procedure, see generally Jennifer E. Laurin, Quasi-Inquisitorialism: Accounting for Deference in Pretrial Criminal Procedure, 90 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 783, 785 (2014) (exploring federal courts' tendency to defer to pretrial evidence collected by investigators despite questions of accuracy or accountability); L. Song Richardson, Police Efficiency and the Fourth Amendment, 87 IND. L.J. 1143, 1195 (2012) (discussing problems that arise when courts defer to the judgements of criminality provided by law enforcement).
tions—to shape federal courts' interpretation of what constitutes excessive force as a constitutional matter. The deference discussed in relation to legal endogeneity is quite different from the "deference" discussed by some Fourth Amendment analysts. The sociological literature is interested in the dynamics leading organizational actors to interpret polysemous rules meant to regulate them, develop internal administrative policies—here, on use of force—that reflect their interests and perspectives, and have these policies deferred to by federal courts as the appropriate interpretation of constitutional meaning. This is less a matter of federal courts soliciting individual expert testimony from police officers or assessing existing police practices and more an instance of federal courts abdicating their interpretive role and allowing the administrative policies of police departments to define the meaning of excessive force under the Fourth Amendment.

Rather than conceptualizing excessive force as a deviation from externally imposed (i.e., "top-down") constitutional rules that shape departmental policies on use of force, legal endogeneity theory characterizes the structural and doctrinal pathways through which the administrative preferences of police departments can become constitutional law in a "bottom-up" fashion. This dynamic has been underappreciated, yet it provides a novel explanation for how brutal examples of excessive force by police persist largely without consequence at the very moment that seemingly progressive laws and policies on police restraint are on the books. Exposing the endogenous nature of how police preferences concerning excessive force can shape the Fourth Amendment (rather than the Fourth Amendment driving police behavior) also offers new points of intervention for developing meaningful reform. 16

This Article consists of five parts. Part I reviews the literature concerning Supreme Court decisions and existing scholarship on police excessive force and use-of-force policies. This section provides a brief overview of the Fourth Amendment case law regulating force usage and reviews different scholarly perspectives on this jurisprudence. In Part II, we present findings from our content analysis of use-of-force policies from the

seventy-five largest cities and demonstrate how these policies rely on ambiguous case law. We introduce legal endogeneity theory in Part III, originally developed in a statutory context by Lauren Edelman, and explain how it can be adapted in a constitutional space. We then engage in a doctrinal examination of federal court decisions that connects our empirical findings to legal endogeneity theory to describe the iterative processes through which the ambiguous case law outlined in Part I interacts with the use of force policies discussed in Part II to enable a system of normalized excessive force by the police. The Article concludes with a discussion of how legal endogeneity theory can allow for reconceptualizing our understanding of the relationship between the Fourth Amendment, use-of-force policies, and police behavior in a manner that might create new doctrinal opportunities for police reform and reduce the violence and adverse health impacts suffered by communities where police excessive force is common.

I

USE OF FORCE: DOCTRINE, CASE LAW, AND SCHOLARSHIP

The law regarding police use of force gives significant discretion to police officers and provides few mechanisms for oversight. By channeling all claims regarding police use of excessive force during arrests or investigatory stops through Fourth Amendment analyses, the legal system individualizes remedies for those subjected to police violence and disconnects this issue from its structural causes. In this context, police departments have legal support to produce policies that contain abstract statements regarding force usage without substantive protections for citizens—all while giving individual officers wide latitude to use deadly and non-deadly force. In

17 John P. Gross, Judge, Jury, and Executioner: The Excessive Use of Deadly Force by Police Officers, 21 Tex. J. On C.L. & C.R. 155, 161 (2016) (Supreme Court case law has resulted in “a highly deferential standard by which to determine whether use of force is justified; the decision to use deadly force is left almost entirely up to the individual officer”).


19 See Gross, supra note 17, at 155–56 (“While the Supreme Court has made it clear that the Fourth Amendment applies to questions about the use of deadly force, the Court has never given any specific guidance to law enforcement on when the use of deadly force is justified—and the standard of review the Court has promulgated is highly deferential to the judgment of police officers.”).
this section, we briefly examine the case law giving rise to this situation as well as how it has been discussed in legal scholarship.

A. Case Law

While use of force policies are a central part of understanding the causes of police violence, it is also important to appreciate how these policies are supported by legal precedent that creates the conditions for departments to develop these documents. There are a few key Supreme Court cases that examine the constitutional parameters of police use of force, with Tennessee v. Garner and Graham v. Connor being the most prominent. But these cases are notoriously thin in substance; little direction is given to officers or to police departments on what the law requires of them. Moreover, police violence in general is not a subject that arises often for the Supreme Court, and therefore there are only a handful of authoritative decisions that speak to a social and legal issue that has gained recent visibility.

In 1985, the Supreme Court decided Tennessee v. Garner. Edward Garner, a 15-year-old African American boy, was shot in the back of the head as he ran in the aftermath of committing a burglary, even though the officer who shot him

23 See Tim Longo, Defining Instrumentalities of Deadly Force, 27 TOURO L. REV. 261, 267 (2011) ("The rule of law that comes out of Garner is limited to deadly force, and only in the context of the fleeing felon. Graham, on the other hand, pertains to all uses of force." (footnote omitted)); see also Brandon Garrett & Seth Stoughton, A Tactical Fourth Amendment, 103 Va. L. Rev. 211, 278-88 (2017) (examining the empirical evidence of use-of-force policies adopted by various agencies and how the language in Graham affected the formulation of those policies).
24 William J. Stuntz, Privacy's Problem and the Law of Criminal Procedure, 93 Mich. L. Rev. 1016, 1043 (1995) ("Cases like Garner are telling precisely because they are so rare. For every reported decision discussing the law of deadly force, dozens discuss the rules that govern automobile searches. And amazingly, there is virtually no case law governing the use of nondeadly force." (footnote omitted)); Gross, supra note 17, at 157 (the Supreme Court "seldom addresses the issue of police officer use of force; when the issue is addressed, legal justifications for the use of force, and the limitations on when the use of force is appropriate are not analyzed or discussed in any great detail").
25 Longo, supra note 23, at 262 ("The Supreme Court of the United States has decided only three cases to help determine the scope and extent of appropriate force: Tennessee v. Garner, Graham v. Connor, and Scott v. Harris." (footnotes omitted)).
saw that he did not have a gun in his hand.\textsuperscript{27} The Court characterized the main issue of the case in fairly narrow terms by deciding on "the constitutionality of the use of deadly force to prevent the escape of an apparently unarmed suspected felon."\textsuperscript{28} The Court concluded that deadly force cannot be used unless it is "necessary" to prevent escape and the officer believes that the citizen "poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury to the officer or others."\textsuperscript{29} Garner's actions did not merit the officer using fatal force to stop him, leading the Court to establish a clear rule that an officer cannot use fatal force to stop unarmed fleeing suspects who pose no threat.

While Garner created an affirmative limit on excessive force, subsequent decisions failed to clarify this line of analysis.\textsuperscript{30} In 1989, the Court decided Graham v. Connor.\textsuperscript{31} A police officer stopped Dethorne Graham, an African American man who was experiencing hypoglycemia, after he quickly (and, to the officer's eyes, suspiciously) entered and left a convenience store seeking orange juice to offset his diabetic condition.\textsuperscript{32} Additional police officers were called to the scene. They erroneously believed that Graham was intoxicated and arrested him. In the ensuing interaction, Graham passed out, was tightly handcuffed, and roughly thrown in a police car. He sustained "a broken foot, cuts on his wrists, a bruised forehead, and an injured shoulder."\textsuperscript{33} Graham brought suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 to recover damages for injuries caused by the arresting officers' excessive force in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{34} The Court characterized their decision as describing "what constitutional standard governs a free citizen's claim

\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 3–4, 4 n.2.
\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 3; see also Chase Madar, Why It's Impossible to Indict a Cop, NATION (Nov. 25, 2014), https://www.thenation.com/article/why-its-impossible-indict-cop/ [https://perma.cc/5XKN-2KVZ] (arguing that the lack of police accountability for lethal violence is tied to the Supreme Court's holding in Garner).
\textsuperscript{29} Garner, 471 U.S. at 3.
\textsuperscript{30} See Geoffrey P. Alpert & William C. Smith, How Reasonable is the Reasonable Man?: Police and Excessive Force, 85 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 481, 483 (1994) ("Prior to 1989, most federal circuits followed the Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process 'shocking to the conscience' standard enunciated by the Second Circuit in Johnson v. Glick. Under Johnson, the subjective mental state of the offending officer was relevant as a factor to help determine if an actionable injury had occurred." (footnote omitted)).
\textsuperscript{31} 490 U.S. 386 (1989).
\textsuperscript{32} Id. at 388–89.
\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 390.
\textsuperscript{34} Id. at 389.
that law enforcement officials used excessive force." The Court decided that instead of a Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process standard, an "objective reasonableness" approach under the Fourth Amendment applies to allegations of excessive force during an arrest or investigatory stop. Citing Garner, the Graham Court clarified that this Fourth Amendment analysis should focus on the particular facts and circumstances of the case, including the severity of the crime, the immediacy of the threat posed by the citizen, and whether the citizen resisted arrest or tried to escape. Moreover, law enforcement's actions are to be judged "from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight."

Graham entrenched the objective reasonableness standard into legal determinations of police excessive force. While Garner arguably had the potential to support plaintiffs by drawing clear lines on what police can and cannot do, Graham cabined this potential within the limitations of the Fourth Amendment by emphasizing "reasonableness"—a standard that defers to police interpretations at the scene. Instead of enabling

35 Id. at 388.
36 Id. Fourteenth Amendment claims continue to be available to plaintiffs who are harmed by law enforcement through police interactions other than intentionally applied force to seize or stop a suspect. See County of Sacramento v. Lewis, 523 U.S. 833, 843-44 (1998).
37 See Graham, 490 U.S. at 396.
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 Nancy C. Marcus, From Edward to Eric Garner and Beyond: The Importance of Constitutional Limitations on Lethal Use of Force in Police Reform, 12 DUKE J. CONST. L. & PUB. POLY 53, 80 (2016) ("In following Garner, Graham did not overrule or subrogate the former case, or minimize Garner's prohibition on lethal force against non-dangerous fleeing suspects. Graham set an 'objective reasonableness' standard for evaluating excessive force claims against police generally.").
41 See Garrett & Stoughton, supra note 23, at 216 (calling Garner "a high-water mark of [the police violence] body of case law").
42 See Jonathan M. Smith, Closing the Gap Between What Is Lawful and What Is Right in Police Use of Force Jurisprudence by Making Police Departments More Democratic Institutions, 21 MICH. J. RACE & L. 315, 323 (2016) ("Terry v. Ohio, Garner, Graham, and other Supreme Court decisions regarding the Fourth Amendment in the 1960s, '70s, and '80s placed substantial weight on balancing police powers against the intrusion on the individual's Fourth Amendment interests. . . . In the cases decided in more recent terms of the Court, very little consideration is given to the interests of the individual. As a result, there have been no significant cases in the last decade in which the Supreme Court has held that the individual's rights trumped the governmental interest." (footnotes omitted)); Gregory Howard Williams, Controlling the Use of Non-Deadly Force: Policy and Practice, 10 HARV. BLACKLETTER J. 79, 95 (1993) ("The basic problem with Graham is the fantasy of the Fourth Amendment 'reasonableness' test and the so-called balancing analysis. 'Reasonableness' is never truly defined, and unfortu-
individuals harmed by the use of force to mobilize substantive due process, *Graham* makes it more difficult for plaintiffs to successfully bring suits against the police.\textsuperscript{43}

The Court further strengthened the reasonableness standard in 2007 with its decision in *Scott v. Harris*\textsuperscript{44} "[a]fter nearly twenty years of silence on the issue."\textsuperscript{45} *Scott* dealt with a high-speed chase where Harris's injuries were a result of Officer Scott's use of the "Precision Intervention Technique" (PIT). PIT involves an officer using his patrol car to push the rear bumper of a suspect's vehicle.\textsuperscript{46} The Court rejected Harris's argument that there was a clear "easy-to-apply legal test in the Fourth Amendment context"\textsuperscript{47} coming out of *Garner*. Instead, the Court noted that the Fourth Amendment requires a court to "still slosh [its] way through the fact-bound morass of 'reasonableness.'"\textsuperscript{48} The Court held that Scott's use of force did not violate the Fourth Amendment because it was reasonable under the circumstances to believe Harris presented a serious risk to others.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[43] See Erwin Chemerinsky, *How the Supreme Court Protects Bad Cops*, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 26, 2014), https://mobile.nytimes.com/2014/08/27/opinion/how-the-supreme-court-protects-bad-cops.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/6JTS-D2X2] ("[T]he court has made it very difficult, and often impossible, to hold police officers and the governments that employ them accountable for civil rights violations. This undermines the ability to deter illegal police behavior and leaves victims without compensation. When the police kill or injure innocent people, the victims rarely have recourse."); Garrett & Stoughton, *supra* note 23, at 217 ("Only the most egregious uses of force can result in police liability, and even then, not easily.").
\item[45] Harmon, *supra* note 20, at 1119; see also Garrett & Stoughton, *supra* note 23, at 217 ("The turn away from *Garner* was cemented by the Court's 2007 decision in *Scott v. Harris*, which reinforced the approach in *Graham* by holding that there are no clearly impermissible uses of deadly force . . . . Instead, officers may use force, including deadly force, so long as it is objectively reasonable to do so in the circumstances of each case.").
\item[46] *Scott*, 550 U.S. at 374–75.
\item[47] *Id.* at 383.
\item[48] *Id.*
\item[49] *Id.* at 384, 386.
\end{footnotes}
B. Scholarship on Police Use of Force

With these cases, the Supreme Court established its modern approach to police use of force, which made it much harder for police to be held accountable.⁵⁰ While there are important articles and commentaries on federal courts' use-of-force jurisprudence, much more scholarly work is needed. In this section, we review key writings on police violence and the Fourth Amendment as a way to assess the current literature.

Rachel Harmon argues that the “Supreme Court’s Fourth Amendment doctrine regulating the use of force by police officers is deeply impoverished.”⁵¹ To Harmon, Scott only further exacerbated the problems in use-of-force jurisprudence so that the “law [is now] more incomplete and indeterminate than ever.”⁵² Harmon argues that “the Supreme Court’s few opinions fail to answer basic questions of why, when, and how much force officers can use, while at the same time permitting, if not encouraging, the use of irrelevant and prejudicial considerations in evaluating whether an officer acted reasonably.”⁵³ This results in a situation where there is no “principled basis” for deciding when the use of force is reasonable under the Fourth Amendment and, as a result, leads to many instances of unconstitutional use of force going “uncompensated and undeterred.”⁵⁴

Brandon Garrett and Seth Stoughton write that people would be wrong to assume that “the U.S. Constitution protects citizens against completely unjustified uses of deadly force” or that there are “clear constitutional rules.”⁵⁵ From their perspective, the doctrine is “notoriously opaque and fact dependent, providing little meaningful guidance to police officers and rarely resulting in compensation to persons injured by police officers.”⁵⁶ In turn, they argue that police departments rely on these standards in producing department policies, causing a ripple effect from the Supreme Court down to individual police officers.⁵⁷ They contend that not only is Fourth Amendment excessive force case law problematic from a force-prevention standpoint, it is also tactically flawed, in terms of police being

---

⁵⁰ See Garrett & Stoughton, supra note 23, at 217.
⁵¹ Harmon, supra note 20, at 1119.
⁵² Id. at 1120.
⁵³ Id. at 1123.
⁵⁴ Id.
⁵⁵ Garrett & Stoughton, supra note 23, at 211.
⁵⁶ Id. at 218.
⁵⁷ Id. at 217–18.
effective in using force when it is appropriate. Hence, Garrett and Stoughton argue that this case law leads to both bad use-of-force policies and a failure of courts and police departments to use best practices.

In *When Police Kill*, Franklin Zimring parallels Garrett and Stoughton in noting that changing the protocols that govern lethal force is essential to decreasing police violence. To Zimring, "the purposeful redrafting of protocols for the circumstances and procedures that must be followed in deadly force encounters" is where activist and scholarly attention should focus. In this redrafting process, there are two essential areas to shift: (1) clear restrictions on when lethal force can be used and (2) clear mandates for when a shooting should stop once begun. For Zimring, the most impactful reform will involve creating "less destructive rules of engagement."

John Gross argues that the case law fails to provide much guidance on what counts as reasonable and justified force. To Gross, "the Court has failed to provide law enforcement with any meaningful guidance on when the use of deadly force is appropriate." He argues that use-of-force analysis should be revised in order to give "meaningful guidance," and require that officers "see a gun before they decide to use deadly force." Contrary to popular perception, Gross argues that citizens are killed by police officers at disproportionately higher rates than officers are killed in the line of duty. This further supports the argument that the Supreme Court has provided a set of opinions that cause officers to rely upon deadly force in a manner that is incongruent with documented risks to officers.

Nancy Marcus argues that the Constitution puts firm restrictions on use of force under *Garner*, and that this means officers should abide by the rule not to use deadly force against those who do not pose an imminent threat. She contends that the necessary restrictions already exist and that they just

---

58 Id. ("[T]oday's Fourth Amendment case law is not only poorly suited for police training, but actually counterproductive, confounding efforts to draft clear use-of-force policies.").
59 See id. at 300.
60 See ZIMRING, supra note 5, at 220.
61 Id. at 224.
62 See id. at 227.
63 See id. at 219.
64 See Gross, supra note 17 at 155–56.
65 Id. at 156.
66 Id. at 180–81.
67 See id. at 156.
68 See Marcus, supra note 40, at 57.
need to be followed by police.\textsuperscript{69} From this vantage point, if these constitutional restraints were followed, we would not have—or would have fewer—unnecessary killings by police.\textsuperscript{70} Consequently, she concludes that “future [use-of-force] reform efforts must include—at a bare minimum—an emphasis of Garner’s prohibition of deadly police force against unarmed, non-dangerous fleeing persons.”\textsuperscript{71}

A common theme from this stream of scholarly writing on the Fourth Amendment is the perception that it can, does, or should operate as an external or exogenous check on police behavior. From the Court’s perspective, Garner and Graham provide rules developed from outside of police departments that positively or normatively limit how police engage with communities when using force. Traditional scholarly perspectives align with this sentiment. Even those critical of the Supreme Court jurisprudence and police behavior implicitly argue that the path to justice is paved by the Court strengthening or being more explicit about the constitutional boundaries of these external checks in order to provide better and clearer guidance for police officers. But, as we argue in this Article, new avenues to reform may open up by rethinking our understanding of the relationship between constitutional law, judicial decisions, and police use of force.

It is crucial to note that there is an important literature on police violence that pushes back against this traditional formulation concerning the Fourth Amendment’s ostensibly protective nature in police use-of-force contexts. Scholars arguing against the mainstream perspective emphasize the role of race and racism in how police excessive force plays out on the ground as well as the jurisprudential indifference to using legal mechanisms to constrain such behavior. Much of the writing on race and the Fourth Amendment speaks to the issue of racial profiling and police stops. For example, Tracey Maclin’s Race and the Fourth Amendment bemoans the Court’s ruling in Whren v. United States\textsuperscript{72} that pretextual seizures via traffic

\textsuperscript{69} Id. ("Had the officers involved in the series of killings detailed in this article respected the constitutionally mandated restraints on the use of deadly police force, some of the victims of those police killings might still be alive. Instead, the circumstances of many of these killings indicate that at least some police are no longer aware of, or heeding, the constitutional limitations upon their use of force against civilians.").

\textsuperscript{70} See id.

\textsuperscript{71} Id. at 105.

\textsuperscript{72} 517 U.S. 806 (1996).
stops are outside the scope of the Fourth Amendment. The empirical significance of such stops in relation to the surveillance of communities of color has also been demonstrated by scholars such as Jeffrey Fagan and Tracey Meares, who highlight the deeply racialized nature of use-of-force jurisprudence and related issues.

Other scholars have pushed back against traditional use-of-force jurisprudence by making direct links between stop-and-frisk practices and police excessive force. For example, Devon Carbado argues that "blue-on-black violence" can be understood as comprising of six features—from hyper-surveillance of Black communities to the doctrine of qualified immunity—that allow police excessive force to persist in these communities. Carbado embraces this framing of "blue-on-black violence" as both a "rhetorical device" and to resist individualist framings of police violence so as to highlight its struc-

---

73 Maclin notes:

The Court's conclusion that the Fourth Amendment has nothing to say about pretextual stops of black motorists is not surprising. The reasonableness analysis of recent Fourth Amendment cases emphasizes objective standards. The Court disfavors criteria and standards that require judges to ascertain the motivations and expectations of police officers and citizens enmeshed in confrontations that rarely have neutral observers. Moreover, the Whren Court's unwillingness to consider the impact that pretextual traffic stops have on black and Hispanic motorists is consistent with the modern Court's trend of ignoring evidence of racial impact as a factor in the reasonableness analysis mandated by the Fourth Amendment.


75 See generally Tracey L. Meares, The Law and Social Science of Stop and Frisk, 10 ANN. REV. L. & SOC. SCI. 335, 336 (2014) (discussing the history of the legal doctrine of stop and frisk, the effectiveness of this doctrine on any purported crime reduction, and the procedural justice issues related to stop and frisk).

76 Devon W. Carbado, Blue-on-Black Violence: A Provisional Model of Some of the Causes, 104 GEO. L. J. 1479, 1483–84 (2016).
tural nature. In *From Stop and Frisk to Shoot and Kill*, Carbado delineates possible causes of police violence by focusing on doctrinal pathways—specifically, the stop-and-frisk jurisprudence stemming from *Terry v. Ohio* and how that incentivizes police contact with Blacks that all too predictably leads to abuse and violence. Carbado’s article is important in that it attempts to push beyond the debate concerning the cause of police violence that often oscillates between structural determinants and racial inequality on one hand and rogue police officers on the other to show how law creates the conditions for excessive force. He describes this approach as “put[ting] the law back on the table”—an effort that continues in this Article through an examination of use of force policies and the Fourth Amendment.

Some authors extend this oppositional account of the causes and consequences of police violence. Paul Butler’s *Chokehold: Policing Black Men* takes an intersectional approach to understand how excessive force is constitutive of the social control that the police exert on Black people through the criminal justice process. Butler notes that “the problem is the criminal process itself. Cops routinely hurt and humiliate black people because that is what they are paid to do. Virtually every objective investigation of a U.S. law enforcement agency finds that the police, as policy, treat African Americans with contempt.”

Dynamics such as these have led some authors to call into question the mainstream narrative surrounding the Fourth Amendment, with scholars like I. Bennett Capers declaring that “[t]he story of the development of our criminal procedure jurisprudence is largely a story about race.”

Perspectives that complicate the mainstream account of the relationship between police violence and the Fourth

77 Id. at 1482; see also Alice Ristroph, *The Constitution of Police Violence*, 64 UCLA L. REV. 1182, 1215–16 (2017) (emphasizing the importance of studying excessive and deadly force as part of a larger system, rather than as isolated events, and asserting that police use force against Black men more than any other demographic as well as that the state sanctions and legitimizes this force).


79 Id. at 1510.


Amendment do so without explicitly rejecting the exogenous predicate that frames both the jurisprudential and scholarly narratives. Thus, this conversation could benefit from an extended examination of the reciprocal relationship between use of force policies developed by police departments, the constitutional rules thought to govern them, and the role of federal courts in turning police perspectives on force usage into law. To begin such an analysis, the next section explores a series of key empirical questions: How do local police departments understand this constitutional discussion in terms of the limits placed on their ability to use force on civilians? What policies are in place to train and hold officers accountable? Outside of a handful of reviews, there has not been a systematic social scientific analysis of use-of-force policies used by local police officers to understand the restrictions placed on law enforcement in light of Fourth Amendment guarantees and the protections offered to civilians.

II

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF USE-OF-FORCE POLICIES

As previously noted, there has been little scholarly research on use-of-force policies, and even less attention paid to what rules and procedures are contained within them. Previous work has largely skimmed the surface of these policies without looking closely at their text in a manner that allows for an aggregate understanding of the rules that shape police officers’ behavior when they use force on civilians. In this Part, we discuss the results of a content analysis of use of force policies from the seventy-five largest cities. This analysis builds on an earlier iteration of this project, where we coded and analyzed the policies for the twenty largest cities. That project focused specifically on use-of-force policies’ public


health implications to the extent that ineffective protections for citizens leads to poor health outcomes for communities. In this Article, we provide an approach that is not only broader than our previous effort but is also "deeper" than other examinations of use-of-force policies. This combination of breadth and depth allows for new and richer insights into use-of-force policies and their relationship to Fourth Amendment concerns regarding excessive force by the police.

A. Methods

The data used in our analysis came from the Campaign Zero archive of use-of-force policies.\(^4\) We analyzed the policies for the seventy-five largest available cities\(^5\) to develop both a textured and holistic assessment of their content. We formulated eighteen codes as part of an effort to capture the main dimensions of use of force policies, from the most conventional elements (e.g., whether the policy mentions reasonableness as in \textit{Graham} and other Supreme Court case law) to more cutting-edge elements contained in forward-looking policies (e.g., emphasizing de-escalation and/or providing a robust use-of-force

\(^4\) The website for Campaign Zero hosts the use-of-force policies from several cities in the United States. See DeRay McKesson et al, \textit{Use of Force Policy Database}, \textit{CAMPAIGN ZERO}, http://useofforceproject.org/database/ [https://perma.cc/TY4B-3585] (last visited May 6, 2019). Our analysis is based on a subset of this available data. Campaign Zero's analysis tried to identify which use-of-force policies were useful in reducing excessive force by the police and then determined how frequently they were present in existing departmental rules. The empirical work performed in this Article differs in that it attempts to provide an overview of use-of-force policies in general to provide a sense of the type of rules and policies they contain—especially as these policies develop in conversation with the Supreme Court's post-\textit{Graham} jurisprudence on reasonableness.

continuum\textsuperscript{86}). The codes used in this study appear below along with an operational definition of each concept:\textsuperscript{87}

1. \textit{Reasonableness}: whether the policy mentions the "reasonableness" standard.
2. \textit{Force levels}: whether the policy describes different levels of force.
3. \textit{Resistance levels}: whether the policy describes different levels of resistance.
4. \textit{De-escalation}: whether the policy emphasizes de-escalation.
5. \textit{Force continuum}: whether the policy includes a continuum or matrix describing the relationship between resistance and force.
6. \textit{Reassessment}: whether the policy states that an officer should continuously reassess the situation as it evolves.
7. \textit{Proportionality}: whether the policy states that force should be proportional to resistance.
8. \textit{Exhaustion of alternatives}: whether the policy states that alternatives to deadly force (or to using force at all) should be exhausted before escalating.
9. \textit{Verbal warning or advisement}: whether the policy mentions providing a warning, advising, or communicating with citizens before force is used.
10. \textit{Human life}: whether the policy includes a statement on the value of human life.
11. \textit{Bias or prejudice}: whether the policy includes a statement on being bias-free.
12. \textit{Mental health}: whether the policy discusses mental health or substance abuse.
13. \textit{Prohibition on shooting at moving vehicles}: whether the policy precludes officers from shooting at or from moving vehicles unless necessary to prevent imminent death or serious bodily injury.
14. \textit{Prohibition on shooting at "fleeing felons"}: whether the policy precludes officers from shooting at someone running away or escaping unless necessary to prevent imminent death or serious bodily injury.

\textsuperscript{86} See generally William Terrill et al., A Management Tool for Evaluating Police Use of Force: An Application of the Force Factor, 6 POLICE Q. 150, 154 (2003) ("Police departments often present and use a continuum as a guideline that promotes police escalation of force in 'small increments' in reference to the level of resistance encountered. Thus, to achieve citizen compliance (with respect to a force continuum), officers are encouraged to use a level of force that is commensurate to the level of citizen resistance encountered.").

\textsuperscript{87} The authors coded the policies. Because the data is yes/no and not interpretive (i.e., marking the presence or absence of each term/concept), no additional coders were used.
15. Prohibition on dangerous chokeholds: whether the policy precludes officers from using dangerous chokeholds unless deadly force is authorized.

16. Reporting excessive force: whether the policy states that officers must report other officers for using clearly excessive force.

17. Intervening against excessive force: whether the policy states officers must intervene to stop other officers from using clearly excessive force.

18. Medical aid: whether the policy states that officers should summon medical assistance or provide first aid.

B. Findings

Each policy we examined contains a reference to the reasonableness standard from Graham v. Connor. Nevertheless, what is striking about the seventy-five use-of-force policies is their internal variation. The distribution described in Figure 1 underscores this claim. Beyond these overall patterns, the policies also largely evince an absence of affirmative policymaking that might limit officer behavior and lack focus on substantive strategies or tactics that emphasize civilian health and safety.

1. Reliance on Reasonableness Standard

One-hundred percent (100%) of the policies reviewed contained some mention of reasonableness. This came in a few different forms, from outright citing the standard from Graham to vaguely referring to it in a broad sense. For example, the
Denver use-of-force policy requires that "an officer shall use only that degree of force necessary and reasonable under the circumstances" and, further, that the "reasonableness of a particular use-of-force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight." Milwaukee summarizes the case law in a similar manner:

Objective reasonableness is judged from the perspective of a reasonable police member facing similar circumstances and is based on the totality of the facts known to the police member at the time the force was applied, along with the member’s prior training and experience, without regard to the underlying intent or motivation of the police member.88

Portland directly cites the case law: "Under Graham v. Connor and subsequent cases, the federal courts have established that government use of force must comply with the ‘reasonableness’ requirement of the Fourth Amendment." Las Vegas similarly cites to Graham in their definition of “force transitions” while also describing escalation and de-escalation: “The movement, escalation/de-escalation, from the application of one force type to another in conjunction with the ‘objectively reasonable’ standard from [Graham v. Connor].”

While it is unsurprising that use-of-force policies discuss the guiding legal doctrine set by the Supreme Court, references to “reasonableness” do not provide officers with pragmatic, detailed, or sophisticated guidance in using force. Police reproduce ambiguous judicial interpretations of the Fourth Amendment in their local policies, which limits the development of rules that might restrict force usage. This arrangement provides greater leeway to police regarding the type and severity of force that can be used against civilians.

In addition, it is also useful to look at the frequency of two other related codes: force levels and resistance levels. Force levels appeared in ninety-two percent (92%) of the policies surveyed; resistance levels in seventy-nine percent (79%). We coded for any discussion of force levels within a policy as well as any mention of the levels of resistance an officer can face. These are basic elements of a use-of-force policy in that they describe officers ability to use multiple levels of force and that there are different kinds of resistance that police may face.

A description of force levels could appear as it does in the Cleveland policy, which states that “[d]eadly force is any action likely to cause death or serious physical injury” and “may involve firearms, but also includes any force or instrument of force . . . capable of causing death or serious injury.” The policy distinguishes this from “Less Lethal Force” which is “any use of force other than that which is considered deadly force,” and the policy includes pepper spray, Tasers, and batons as examples. This is a straightforward description of deadly versus less lethal force, and is fairly commonsense. Yet, this elementary articulation does not provide much assistance to officers.

In terms of resistance levels, a policy may or may not discuss the types of resistance a person may exhibit. For example, the Denver Police Department’s use-of-force policy describes several dispositions, ranging from “Psychological Intimidation—non-verbal cues in attitude, appearance, demeanor or posture that indicates [sic] an unwillingness to cooperate or a threat”—to “Active Aggression,” which is understood as “[a] threat or overt act of an assault, coupled with the present ability to carry out the threat or assault, which reasonably indicates that an assault or injury to any person is imminent.” Sometimes the discussion of citizen resistance is built into the use-of-force continuum, which is what the Washington, D.C. use-of-force policy does. This policy describes the force continuum as “a training model/philosophy that supports the progressive and reasonable escalation and de-escalation of member-applied force in proportional response to the

93 Id. (emphasis omitted).
94 DENVER POLICE DEPT, supra note 88, at 4.
actions and *level of resistance* offered by a subject." In these examples, we see policies that provide simple definitions of increasing and decreasing levels of civilian compliance.

Our empirical findings show that policies (1) always cite to the *Graham* reasonableness standard to gesture toward overarching constitutional compliance and (2) very often include generic references to a differentiation of force and resistance levels. Providing definitions of force and resistance levels are the most elementary "protections" a policy can offer. Yet, as we will see in subsequent sections, restrictions beyond these foundational elements are less likely to be found in these policies.

2. *Basic Protections and Substantive Duties*

Some policies do more than merely recite the reasonableness standard and include a few restrictions, while others also incorporate affirmative policies that limit the force used by police officers. Our analyses captured this dynamic with two different sets of codes: (1) policies containing basic protections (i.e., general statements against shooting at vehicles, dangerous chokeholds unless deadly force is authorized, and shooting at "fleeing felons" while requiring warnings before using force) and (2) policies containing substantive and affirmative duties (i.e., specific rules and regulations like de-escalation, proportionality, reassessment, exhaustion of alternatives, and force continua). Taken together with section 1, we can understand use-of-force policies as having three tiers: a foundational level (rearticulating reasonableness) that is found in all policies, a middle level (the basic protections) that is less common, and a higher level (substantive protections for citizens and obligations placed upon officers) that is relatively uncommon.

Regarding the middle-level basic protections, the requirement that officers refrain from shooting at vehicles appeared in eighty percent (80%) of policies, and statements against shooting at "fleeing felons" appeared in eighty-one percent (81%). Rules against dangerous chokeholds appeared in thirty-seven percent (37%), which is low compared to the other three basic protections often put in policies yet is still higher than many of the more substantive discussions of force usage. The requirement that officers provide a warning appeared in eighty-three percent.

---

(83%) percent of the policies. Hence, three out of four of these basic protections are fairly common. Yet, these middle-tier rules that serve as basic "dos and don'ts" of policing are not as significant in restricting officer behavior as the substantive or affirmative policymaking that we see with other third-tier policies like de-escalation or force continua.

An example of prohibitions on shooting at fleeing vehicles can be found in the Tucson, Arizona use of force policy, which states: "Officers shall not discharge a weapon . . . at a moving vehicle unless deadly force is being used against the officer or a third party."96 Similarly, the Virginia Beach policy against chokeholds notes that "[c]hokeholds or neck restraints are not authorized unless the use of deadly force is appropriate."97 Regarding "fleeing felon" rules, the Minneapolis policy states that deadly force is permitted to arrest, capture, or prevent the escape of someone who the officer "knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has committed or attempted to commit a felony involving the use or threatened use of deadly force" or "knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has committed or attempted to commit a felony if the officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death or great bodily harm if the person's apprehension is delayed."98 In terms of verbal warning or advisements, the Oakland, California, policy states: "To the extent possible and without ever compromising safety, members are required to use verbal commands to accomplish the police objective before resorting to physical force."99

97 VIRGINIA BEACH POLICE DEPT, GENERAL ORDER: USE OF FORCE 2 (2014), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56996151cbced68b170389f4/t/569bf3aa40667a727ee7ee5b/1453061040288/Virginia+beach+use+of+force+policy.pdf [https://perma.cc/P9DE-9HKA]. Another example is from the Miami Police Department use-of-force policy, where that policy specifically describes different types of chokeholds the police are precluded from using: "Officers are prohibited from utilizing the Lateral Vascular Neck Restraint (LVNR), chokehold, neck hold, and/or any other restraint that restricts free movement of the neck or head." MIAMI-DADE POLICE DEPT, DEPARTMENTAL ORDER 6, CHAPTER 21: USE OF FORCE 4, https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56996151cbced68b170389f4/t/57584d061bbee036509d71ea/1465404695957/Miami+UOF.pdf [https://perma.cc/3H66-3MCL].
these examples highlight the fundamental importance of these protections, they also draw attention to the lack of guidance provided to officers regarding their general use of force. In the most basic sense, these middle-tier policies merely tell officers to refrain from certain unacceptable tactics and to provide a warning.

Some policies contain more substantive protections that do inform officers of what affirmative steps to employ. However, this third tier of substantive rules is less common than most of the second-tier basic protections. We coded substantive rules as de-escalation (appearing in 52% of the policies coded), force continua (48%), exhaustion of alternatives (31%), reassessment (19%), and proportionality (17%). These are the specific policies that departments can articulate that go above the bare constitutional minimum of reasonableness and basic protections ("dos and don’ts") to proactively limit excessive force by police.

New Orleans’ use-of-force policy offers an example of de-escalation: “Force shall be de-escalated immediately as resistance decreases.”100 This policy contains the specific requirement that officers adjust their force in relation to resistance. Similarly, the Minneapolis policy states that “officers shall use de-escalation tactics to gain voluntary compliance and seek to avoid or minimize use of physical force.”101 In this description, we also see the motivation behind de-escalation: avoiding or minimizing unnecessary use of force that might harm others. Finally, the Sacramento, California policy describes specific de-escalation techniques: “De-escalation techniques include, but are not limited to, gathering information about the incident; assessing risks; gathering resources (personnel and equipment); using time, distance, cover; using crisis intervention techniques; and communicating and coordinating a response.”102 In so doing, this policy gives officers guidance on not only what de-escalation means, but how to practice it.

Fewer than half of the policies surveyed contain force continua (48%) that can guide police use of force so that it is

100 NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPT., PROCEDURE MANUAL 29 (2013), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56996151cbed68b170389f4/t/569adafed82d5e0d876a81b2/1452989185205/NOLA+use+of+force+policy.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZWY3-TJ73].
101 MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPT., supra note 98.
proportional to the situation. As an example of what these policies can look like, the Charlotte, North Carolina policy contains both a visual aid depicting the continuum of force relative to levels of resistance as well as a description of what those guidelines signify. The policy further describes the levels of resistance as going from "Non-Verbal and Verbal Non-Compliance" to "Aggravated Active Aggression" and the levels of control as going from "Professional Presence" to "Lethal Force." Hence, while the continuum contains other elements, it specifically notes the relationship between force and resistance and spells out the levels rather than simply saying officers should act reasonably. In providing both a visual aid and a discussion, this policy offers guidance in how to use force and how to escalate and de-escalate accordingly based on response.

With regard to policies requiring that an officer exhaust alternatives (31%), the Nashville, Tennessee, use-of-force policy states that police "are permitted to use only that force which is reasonable and necessary under the particular circumstances to protect themselves or others from bodily injury, and only after other reasonable alternatives have been exhausted or it is determined that such alternative action(s) would be ineffective under the circumstances." This policy has the requirement that officers act reasonably. But then it goes above this to mandate that "reasonable alternatives" should be exhausted. This approach draws attention to the idea that force should be the last option, not the first.

Reassessment (19%) is a rare element of use of force policies. It is required by the San Francisco Police Department, as their policy states: "Using a critical decision-making model, officers shall collect information, assess the threats and risk, consider police powers and the Department’s policies, identify options and determine the best course of action, and review and re-assess the situation." Similarly, the Sacramento Police Department’s policy requires officers to “continuously reas-

---


104 Id.

105 See id.


sess the perceived threat to select the reasonable use of force response.” As such, the concept of reassessment prompts officers to continuously evaluate threat levels and make sure their assessment aligns with the constantly changing situation.

Finally, proportionality appears in less than one-fifth of the policies. This concept is illustrated by the San Antonio, Texas, policy which states that officers may use force “on an ascending scale of the officer’s presence, verbal communications, open/empty hands control, physical force, intermediate weapon and deadly force, according to and proportional with the circumstances of the situation.” Proportionality, while a simple concept, ensures that officers use force that is commensurate with the resistance they are facing.

This content analysis demonstrates that substantive, affirmative policy choices are relatively rare in use-of-force policies, especially when compared to the blanket statements on reasonableness and basic protections. Most policies foster symbolic compliance with Graham’s statement on reasonableness instead of providing specific rules and processes for officers to engage when deciding whether to use force. Since affirmative policies are not common, we are largely left with use-of-force policies that reiterate what police think the law is in order to comply without limiting force usage on the ground or increasing the possibility of accountability when force becomes excessive.

3. Minimal Focus on Civilian Health and Safety

While the previous section of our findings discussed the policies that can affirmatively structure an encounter, the policies discussed in this final section are more philosophical, provide special protections for vulnerable groups (e.g., people suffering mental health crises), or speak to police response after force is used (e.g., providing immediate medical attention). Our findings suggest that use-of-force policies that are thought to protect the public may actually expand police latitude and indicate minimal attention to civilian health and safety. The set of codes used to capture this dynamic include: statements on the sanctity of human life (68%); statements

---

108 SACRAMENTO POLICE DEPT, supra note 102.
against bias or prejudice (12%); discussion of how mental health intersects with use of force (perhaps offering strategies for de-escalating in that particular context) (51%); and reporting and/or intervening against another officer when he or she uses excessive force (reporting: 27%, intervening: 33%). The only requirement in this category that is fairly common in the data is the requirement that officers summon or perform immediate medical aid after force is used (83%).

These additional protections signal different values expressed by the departments. Statements that the department respects human life or is opposed to bias and prejudice signals a philosophical alignment with those ideals. For instance, the Washington, D.C. use-of-force policy states: “The policy of the Metropolitan Police Department is to value and preserve human life when using lawful authority to use force” and therefore “officers . . . shall use the minimum amount of force that the objectively reasonable officer would use.”110 Similarly thin language is used in reference to bias and prejudice. For example, Bakersfield, California combines this language with the discussion of human life: “The Department recognizes and respects the value of all human life and dignity without prejudice to anyone.”111

The intersection of mental health with police violence is a critical issue. These codes capture elements of policies where the department articulates standards regarding mental health assessments of community members as part of a use-of-force scenario. For example, the New Orleans policy states that, in evaluating whether to use force and which level of force is reasonable, one factor is the person’s “mental state or capacity” as well as the “effects of drugs or alcohol.”112 Roughly half (51%) of the policies discuss this issue. These rules target a specific group for additional protections, or at least recognizes that certain groups are more vulnerable to police use of force. Acknowledging this in a policy—and going above and beyond a bland recitation of reasonableness or basic protections—is important.

110 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA METROPOLITAN POLICE, supra note 95.
112 NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPT, supra note 100, at 94.
Third, requiring a report or intervention when observing excessive force is a mandate that instructs officers to be attentive to what their colleagues are doing, meaning that they should not inhibit investigations or protect each other when violations occur. This requirement is not prominent in the data (reporting: 27%, intervening: 33%). As an example, the Las Vegas Police Department requires both intervening and reporting, articulating it as a “Duty to Intervene”: “Any [commissioned] officer present and observing another officer using force that is clearly beyond that which is objectively reasonable under the circumstances shall, when in a position to do so, safely intercede to prevent the use of such excessive force. Officers shall promptly report these observations to a supervisor.”\textsuperscript{113} The requirement that officers report and/or intervene against other officers using excessive force is important because it demonstrates that the department encourages officers supervising one another to support civilian health and safety rather than allowing officers to shield each other from liability.

Finally, ensuring those subjected to force receive immediate medical attention seems like it should be in every policy, as it is a fairly basic idea that, post-force, a person should be treated for their injuries in order to increase their chances to survive. For instance, the New Orleans Police Department use-of-force policy mandates: “Medical assistance shall be obtained for any person who exhibits signs of physical distress, who has sustained visible injury, expresses a complaint of injury or continuing pain, or who was rendered unconscious.”\textsuperscript{114} While the need for this might seem obvious, nearly one in five policies do not contain this type of provision.

These data demonstrate that policies often fail to include substantive protections that go beyond the constitutional floor and basic norms of policing while largely reproducing the ambiguous Fourth Amendment reasonableness standard without meaningful guidance on what type of force is in or out of bounds. This speaks directly to Fourth Amendment questions concerning excessive force. The data undermines claims that the Fourth Amendment provides external guidance for how police officers should conduct their affairs. Moreover, this empirical investigation shows that the very use-of-force policies that are thought to be responsive to exogenous Constitutional standards are often as vague as the standards themselves, giving police officers wide discretion.

\textsuperscript{113} LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEP’T, \textit{supra} note 91, at 1156.
\textsuperscript{114} NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEP’T, \textit{supra} note 100, at 96.
These findings also give rise to questions about how to theoretically describe the character of local use-of-force policies in relation to constitutional mandates. Drawing upon Lauren Edelman’s legal endogeneity theory, the next Part discusses how the policy preferences of law enforcement as expressed through use-of-force policies allows regulated actors—the police—to define what counts as excessive force, which is often deferred to by federal courts to become the meaning of law itself. Putting the empirical findings from Part II in conversation with legal endogeneity theory allows for a deeper understanding of excessive force that goes beyond traditional frameworks that view federal courts as exogenously producing legal meanings that police comply with.

III
TOWARD AN ENDOGENOUS UNDERSTANDING OF THE FOURTH AMENDMENT AND USE-OF-FORCE POLICIES

Law is traditionally thought of as being exogenous to society. Constitutions and statutes are written. Cases are decided. And, in a top-down fashion, the rules are thought to dictate and determine how the state interacts with citizens or how citizens interact with one another. Figure 2 visually represents the exogenous perspective on use-of-force policies and Fourth Amendment excessive force inquiries.
In her book, *Working Law: Courts, Corporations, and Symbolic Civil Rights*, Professor Lauren Edelman puts forth a novel approach that she calls "legal endogeneity theory" to describe scenarios in which law becomes constructed through the "social fields" that the law intends to regulate.\(^{115}\) This happens through organizational policies developed by the regulated group itself such that they end up functioning like the regulator. Organizations translate laws—initially developed to constrain them—into everyday compliance practices that signal conformity. This compliance, however, is symbolic and only followed to the extent that it does not disrupt the status quo.\(^{116}\)

\(^{115}\) Edelman, supra note 13, at 22, 26.

\(^{116}\) See id. at 3.
The process of legal endogeneity can be described in three parts.\textsuperscript{117} The theory (1) "posits that organizations respond to ambiguous law by creating a variety of policies and programs designed to symbolize attention to law"; (2) organizations "equate the mere presence of these structures with legal compliance"; and (3) legal and organizational actors fail to "scrutinize their effectiveness" once the structures are in place.\textsuperscript{118} Hence, there is the ambiguous law itself; the organization abiding by it and enacting symbolic policies to perform compliance; and then legal actors—from attorneys to judges—defer to the symbolic measures created by organizations and treat them as if they are in material compliance with an external law that was never clearly defined.\textsuperscript{119}

In practical terms, legal endogeneity operates as a recursive process through which the status quo can be maintained, and the regulated group gives life to the practices that become the legal standards that ultimately regulates it.\textsuperscript{120} By combining critical theory,\textsuperscript{121} legal analysis, and empirical research,\textsuperscript{122}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{117} See id. at 27 (2016) (Edelman separates legal endogeneity into six stages, but we have consolidated it into three broad parts. The six stages that Edelman uses are: "(1) ambiguous law, (2) professional framing of the legal environment, (3) diffusion of symbolic structures, (4) managerialization of law, (5) mobilization of symbolic structures, and (6) legal deference to symbolic compliance."
  \item \textsuperscript{118} Id. at 12.
  \item \textsuperscript{119} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{120} Id. at 12, 15 ("When organizations hold the key to the meaning of law, they also harness its power, weakening the potential of social reform laws to achieve ideals.").
  \item \textsuperscript{121} Legal endogeneity theory offers an approach aimed at demystifying the alleged post-racial, colorblind, and post-civil rights moment we exist in by undermining these dominant narratives to reveal how discrimination and oppression continue to function. See id. at 5–11 (discussing the persistence of race and gender inequalities after fifty years of civil legislation). This enables us to understand the behind-the-scenes process that starts with the role of the Court and often ends with the unnecessary death and injury to citizens. While these systems can be obfuscated, legal endogeneity theory helps us reveal their inner workings in terms of how administrative policies on police use of force can shape the meaning of constitutional law. See id. at 12 ("Legal endogeneity theory suggests that the meaning of law evolves through the articulation and resolution of problems not in the halls of Congress but rather in the halls of work organizations."). This is, by definition, an endeavor in critical theory, i.e., uncovering the unsaid, normative, and hegemonic myths that sustain status quo relationships and hierarchies. Critical theoretical approaches allow for the uncovering of these iterative dimensions of law to reveal how systems continue to produce oppression and disparate impacts.
  \item \textsuperscript{122} Edelman relies on empirical data to make her arguments regarding employment law and civil rights. Mobilizing empirical data allows her to demonstrate the objective consequences of sociolegal policy choices—both those of the courts and those of organizations. Our goal is to similarly engage with both critical theory and an empirical methodology, blending legal analyses with social science tools. See generally, Osagie K. Obasogie, Blinded By Sight: Seeing Race Through
legal endogeneity uncovers sociolegal processes that can overstate the impact of formal civil rights legislation. It reveals how organizational actors who are thought to be regulated through these social reform laws remain in a position of power and dominance. This, in turn, is how civil rights remain symbolic, and how inequality persists despite overt legal proscriptions.

Edelman develops legal endogeneity theory to critically engage with the persistence of inequality despite decades of legislative and statutory protections designed to prevent employment discrimination.\textsuperscript{123} She focuses her critique on Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act\textsuperscript{124} and the laws that have come after its enactment that mandate equal employment opportunity.\textsuperscript{125} She applies this theory to what she calls “work organizations” in order to explain the “limited success” that civil rights laws in the employment law context have had on materially changing employment equity.\textsuperscript{126} Legal endogeneity theory describes the “interplay between work organizations and their legal environments.”\textsuperscript{127}

While Edelman’s work focuses on employment law and statutory law, we contend that this framework can be adapted to the constitutional law context. Traditionally perceived as the apex of exogenous law, the U.S. Constitution can be extremely vague, ambiguous, and broad. It requires interpretation and implementation. Legal endogeneity theory has important implications in the domain of constitutional law because it contends that, at the very least, that organizations regulated by seemingly detached textual mandates from the US Constitution can ultimately shape their meaning.

Legal endogeneity theory has particular relevance for thinking through the Fourth Amendment in relation to the Supreme Court’s excessive force jurisprudence, police violence, and racially disparate use of force.\textsuperscript{128} Instead of taking an

\textsuperscript{123} See EDELMAN, supra note 13, at 3.
\textsuperscript{125} See EDELMAN, supra note 13, at 5.
\textsuperscript{126} Id. at 12.
\textsuperscript{127} Id.
\textsuperscript{128} See id. at 235 (Edelman discusses the fact that the theory “has implications for a number of literatures in the social sciences and law”).
exogenous approach in which we might solely critique federal courts and specific doctrinal choices, we intend to understand the reciprocal relationship between ambiguous Constitutional text and judicial interpretations as well as the mechanisms through which police departments' policy preferences regarding the meaning of excessive force can become understood as law.

**Figure 3: Legal Endogeneity, the Fourth Amendment, and Use-of-Force Policies**

In applying Edelman's theory to the Fourth Amendment, we argue that the Constitution is not immune from sociolegal processes that can shape how law materializes. Even with the federal court system and the interpretation and application of Constitutional principles, organizations—in this instance, the police departments that create use-of-force policies—can play a role in bringing the law into real life and, in turn, lead courts to incorporate policy preferences as valid iterations of constitutionality.

Our empirical findings in Part III suggests that the broad, ambiguous mandates of the Fourth Amendment as interpreted by the Court—ostensibly designed to protect civilians from ille-
gitimate uses of force by police—leaves police departments with significant discretion to decide what the Fourth Amendment means and, within this, what "objectively reasonable" force looks like. These findings show that use-of-force policies rely upon ambiguous language in Supreme Court case law and largely fail to include meaningful descriptions of what specific actions, behaviors, and duties constitute being reasonable. As these data suggest, use-of-force policies often regurgitate the vague mandates of *Graham*\(^\text{129}\) without providing much more, reflecting the Court's failure to provide meaningful exogenous guidance. Moreover, the resulting discretion for police departments to self-regulate and decide what reasonable means on the ground can serve as endogenous determinants that federal courts often point to in characterizing what the Fourth Amendment requires. In the following section, we draw upon our empirical data and examples from federal court cases regarding police excessive force to highlight how legal endogeneity can manifest itself in this Constitutional space.

A. Ambiguity and the Fourth Amendment

The three-step process of legal endogeneity theory begins with the notion that the rules that legislative bodies and courts produce to regulate organizations can be "broad and ambiguous."\(^\text{130}\) This ambiguity gives organizations the space to figure out what compliance looks like in the social and legal environment that they occupy.\(^\text{131}\) From this perspective, the meaning of compliance is not determined when the law is made—in an exogenous way—but once the law gets into the hands of those regulated by it.\(^\text{132}\)

As noted in Part I, the Fourth Amendment itself is ambiguous, merely affording "the people" the right to "be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects," which means being free from "unreasonable searches and seizures,"\(^\text{133}\) whereby excessive force has come to be included in the latter. But when do such engagements become unreasonable? The Fourth Amendment and judicial decisions concerning excessive force leaves the meaning of this key doctrinal term largely undefined. The Amendment does not specify what unreasonable actually means, nor has the Supreme Court elaborated. In addition, the


\(^{130}\) *Edelman*, supra note 13, at 29.

\(^{131}\) See id.

\(^{132}\) See id.

\(^{133}\) U.S. Const. amend. IV.
notion that the Fourth Amendment is thought of as the only constitutional vehicle to address excessive force is in itself the product of doctrinal choice. With *Graham*, the Supreme Court firmly held that excessive force stemming from an arrest or investigatory stop is to be understood as a Fourth Amendment problem.\(^{134}\) In doing so, the Court signaled that the only way to think about police excessive force—violence that is often racialized in a manner thought to give rise to Fourteenth Amendment considerations—is through an ambiguous Fourth Amendment.

Second, *Graham* as case law exacerbates the textual ambiguity of the Fourth Amendment by adding another level ofimprecision. As discussed in Part I, excessive force case law is "notoriously opaque."\(^{135}\) The Supreme Court rarely illuminates its difficulties, leaving police with little to follow in developing their internal policies that purport to adhere to the law.\(^{136}\) Because *Graham* held that incidents of force must be analyzed using a "reasonableness" inquiry,\(^{137}\) *Graham* doubles down by adding another layer of jurisprudential haze. What we see in this language is an *avoidance* of making substantive recommendations to police departments, which keeps the doctrine obscure.

These imprecisions are unable to provide clear guidance to police officers and can serve as cover for even the most egregious uses of force. Ambiguity creates the conditions for the cascade of symbolism and inaction that ultimately becomes endogenously created law. This lack of clarity permits the second step of legal endogeneity theory to occur, where ambiguous law is translated into symbolic policy.

### B. Use-of-Force Policies as Symbolic Structures

In the second step of legal endogeneity, ambiguous laws lead organizational actors to gesture toward compliance by developing symbolic policies that still maintain "managerial pre-

\(^{134}\) See *Graham*, 490 U.S. at 394; Obasogie & Newman, *supra* note 18, at 1477-78.
\(^{135}\) See *supra* text accompanying note 56.
\(^{137}\) *Graham*, 490 U.S. at 395. This Inquiry involves looking at the relationship between the intrusion to the individual versus the governmental interests, paying "careful attention to the facts and circumstances of each particular case, including the severity of the crime at issue," "whether the suspect poses an immediate threat," and "whether [the suspect] is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest." *Id.* at 396.
rogatives” and practices. Organizations adapt to changing legal terrain, but effectively preserve their interests. They do so by assuming “a variety of compliance positions that loosely mimic public law enforcement.” Edelman calls this “managerialization”: the process by which ambiguous legal requirements are translated from substantive legal ideals into practical, potentially symbolic internal policy choices that signal compliance internally and to outside legal actors while also conforming to managerial prerogatives. These policies evince attention to the law while remaining primarily symbolic in terms of material results.

The ambiguities across constitutional text and judicial rulings allow police departments to develop and mobilize symbolic structures—namely, use-of-force policies—that allow officers to respond to claims of excessive force by pointing to documented standards concerning what is considered reasonable and compliant behavior. These use-of-force policies are critical; ambiguous Fourth Amendment standards become realized in a form that is highly favorable to police through the symbolic gestures of self-regulation. This is where substantive legal ideals are manipulated and law is reconceptualized to benefit the regulated group. Thus, law becomes endogenously created—that is, given substance through managerial preferences expressed as administrative policies that federal courts ultimately cede to. As these forms of organizational compliance gain legitimacy, symbolic compliance becomes normalized as what compliance ought to look like in the real world.

As Edelman describes in the statutory context, the symbolism of these policies exists along a spectrum. Symbolic structures can range from being “merely symbolic,” “both symbolic and substantive, or may fall somewhere in between merely symbolic and substantive.” Using this framework, our findings show that some use-of-force policies are merely symbolic, containing a reference to reasonableness and not
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much else. For example, the Stockton, California Police Department policy describes reasonableness and force levels, verbal warnings, and medical aid.\textsuperscript{148} Thus, the Stockton policy fails to contain any descriptive or incentivizing language that affirmatively tells officers to do anything other than to act reasonably during an encounter, apart from giving verbal warnings and summoning or providing medical aid. While it includes a few protections, it fails to describe de-escalation, proportionality, or any other more substantive means to protect citizens.

Other policies are still mostly symbolic, but they are also substantive because they contain protections like de-escalation. For example, the San Francisco Police Department use-of-force policy contains all eighteen of our codes, which means it included the broad, symbolic references to case law (which is to be expected, as the basis of compliance); the basic, generic protections (e.g., no shooting at vehicles); and also all of the materially substantive protections (e.g., a force continuum, de-escalation, and proportionality).\textsuperscript{149} In this way, San Francisco’s policy represents an approach that engages the discourse of reasonableness while going beyond this constitutional floor to provide meaningful protections to citizens. Officers are instructed and incentivized to engage in affirmative conduct designed to reduce force, de-escalate, and ultimately minimize harm.

Finally, some policies fall in between these two on the symbolic versus substantive spectrum. While being primarily symbolic, these policies might have some meaningful protections, or at least one of the basic protections discussed above (e.g., no shooting at vehicles). For example, the Cleveland Police Department use-of-force policy includes the generic language of reasonableness, but it also includes a discussion of de-escalation, proportionality, all three basic protections, and requirements on intervention and reporting when officers use excessive force.\textsuperscript{150} Thus, while engaging in the symbolism of reasonableness, this kind of policy does include some substantive policies that could deter excessive force by police.


\textsuperscript{149} See San Francisco Police Dept., supra note 107.

\textsuperscript{150} See Cleveland Division of Police, supra note 92.
While there is a range, our empirical findings demonstrate that use-of-force policies show a managerial preference within police departments. Since the regulated—here, the police—are permitted to develop their own rules and restrictions, we can see clear managerial preferences embedded throughout use-of-force policies that protect organizational interests through the appearance of legal compliance. When police create their own rules and regulations and largely decline to include substantive protections, they are able to protect their organizational interests when an incident of force might raise questions. Legal endogeneity transforms use-of-force policies into devices that can insulate the police from liability instead of protecting citizens from constitutionally-violative excessive force. The next subpart discusses the final step regarding the endogenous nature of this process, whereby managerial preferences not only shape use-of-force policies but are treated by federal courts as articulations of legal compliance that shape the courts' own understanding of what the Fourth Amendment requires.

C. Deference: How Judicial Processes Integrate "Managerial Perspectives" into Use-of-Force Policies

The final step in legal endogeneity theory is that the legal system defers to organizations' symbolic compliance. In essence, symbolic compliance as a managerial interpretation and application of legality becomes law when courts and other legal actors allow these policies to shape the meaning of legal concepts. As Edelman puts it: "When organizational constructions of compliance enter the judicial realm, law becomes endogenous or influenced by the social fields that it seeks to regulate." The courts charged with finding violations of the law "tend unwittingly to endorse symbolic structures without evaluating their effectiveness."

In the excessive force context, the legal system legitimizes the constitutional interpretations of law enforcement as expressed through their administrative policies concerning use of force. Federal courts can internalize these efforts at compliance and rearticulate them as an appropriate iteration of constitutional law. This creates a dynamic in which symbolic structures are not seen as "a means to achieve civil rights but rather as the achievement of civil rights." Police departments
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and their advocates can point to use-of-force policies and contend that the officer followed the protocols outlined in the policy; that the protocol is based on Supreme Court case law; and, therefore, they are in compliance and no rights violation occurred. When police refer to internal standards or say that an officer followed protocol and therefore should not be held liable for excessive force, the organization engages in the "countermobilization of symbolic structures" to gesture toward compliance.\textsuperscript{154}

Edelman argues that adherence to symbolic structures occurs along a spectrum, through "a process of reference, relevance, and deference, which represent the progressive stages of legal endogeneity."\textsuperscript{155} In practice, this looks like judges: (1) incorporating or referring to organizational structures in their opinions; (2) deciding organizational structures are relevant in discerning whether a violation happened; and (3) deferring to the "mere presence of symbolic structures."\textsuperscript{156} Hence, reference (entry into the "judicial lexicon") is the first stage of endogeneity; relevance is the intermediate stage; and deference is the most extreme form of endogeneity.\textsuperscript{157}

In this way, internal policies play an important role in constructing the judicial imagination of what compliance and violation look like in real time.\textsuperscript{158} We apply legal endogeneity theory to contend that the judicial system completes the feedback loop by often ceding to use-of-force policies that validate primarily symbolic rules that offer few protections for citizens. These policies signal formal compliance with constitutional protections and can be mobilized within this reference/relevance/deference spectrum.\textsuperscript{159} A closer look at the different ways this can occur appears below.

1. \textit{First Stage: Reference, Incorporation, and Entry into Judicial Lexicon}

At the lowest level of legal endogeneity, a judge refers to and incorporates the policy into the opinion. While not neces-

\begin{flushleft}
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\textsuperscript{159} Edelman explains that "\textit{w}hen judges defer to symbolic structures without evaluating their efficacy in achieving the goals of civil rights law, they usually do so inadvertently." \textit{Id.} at 219.
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narily a highly relevant or an otherwise determinative factor, a judge might include or mention a policy and therefore allow it to enter the "judicial lexicon."\textsuperscript{160} This is the most basic way that a use-of-force policy is included in judicial discussions of excessive force.\textsuperscript{161} "Reference" means that the policy is pointed to as something worth being discussed, such as in one excessive force case involving a K-9 where the Kern County Sheriff Department's policy is described in the undisputed facts section of the case. The court notes that "Kern County does not have a custom of condoning the use of excessive force" and that the department "has policies that govern the appropriate use of police dogs."\textsuperscript{162}

In another example from Alabama, the administrator of the estate of a man shot to death by police brought suit against the City of Birmingham alleging that the deceased had his Fourth Amendment rights violated, among others.\textsuperscript{163} In the opinion, the court discusses how the officer "received training at the Police Academy on dealing with a person with a mental illness and on the City's Use-of-Force Policy," which "establishes and regulates the amount of force a Birmingham police officer is allowed to use in various situations."\textsuperscript{164} While the judge did not necessarily defer to the policy, he nonetheless refers to it as being an important fact in deciding the excessive force claim.

Lastly, as a third example, a California plaintiff brought an excessive force claim.\textsuperscript{165} In the section of the opinion reciting

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item See, e.g., Bettis v. Bean, No. 5:14-cv-113, 2015 WL 5725625, at *6 (D. Vt. Sept. 29, 2015) (in the undisputed facts section of this case, which resulted in the court granting summary judgment for the defendants, the court refers to the department's policy, writing that "[t]he Montpelier Police Department's Use of Force Policy provides that '[w]hen the use of force is objectively reasonable the degree of force employed should generally be in direct relationship to the amount of resistance employed by the person or the immediate threat the person poses to the officer or others.' . . . Under the Use of Force Policy, an officer 'must weigh the circumstances of each case and employ only that amount of force which is objectively reasonable to control the situation or persons.'" [citation omitted]); see also Crowley v. Rosie, No. 2:13-cv-442-JHR, 2015 WL 5778603, at *5 (D. Me. Sept. 30, 2015) (quoting the Farmington Police Department's use-of-force policy).
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the "Defendants' Statements of Undisputed Facts," the court includes that "the shooting was within Department policy and consistent with current training standards for use of force by peace officers in California" and the officer "followed appropriate state law, department policies, and training as it relates to the use of deadly force." The court held that "[n]o reasonable officer would have responded differently" and that the officer did not violate plaintiff's "right to be free from excessive force." The court then refers to the use-of-force policy in ultimately finding that there was no excessive force. Noting compliance with the policy signals that the court—at the very least—found this to be an important fact in the case.

These examples demonstrate what it can look like when a judge incorporates and refers to a force policy, allowing it to enter the decision-making process to suggest constitutional compliance. While the judges do not fully capitulate to the policies in these examples, the policy is included as a reference point that is part of the discussion.

2. Second Stage: Relevance in Discerning Violation

Second, judges might explicitly say that the force policy is relevant in evaluating an instance of force usage. In one case, the court discusses the relevance of the use-of-force policy (introduced by the police through testimony) for the fact-finder to decide on the issue of excessive force. The court characterizes the issue as "whether Officer Kerr's adherence to [the city's] use of force policy is relevant to his decision to use pepper spray on [plaintiff]." The court states that "an objectively reasonable officer would consider his training," and whether he followed the policy "is relevant evidence that the finder of fact should consider in deciding whether Officer Kerr

and ultimately finding that the officer did not violate the constitutional rights of the plaintiff).
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was objectively reasonable” in his use of force.\footnote{172} Hence, we see the court concluding that a policy proffered by the defendants is relevant in an excessive force claim.

In another excessive force case from Tennessee, the court includes a long section in the opinion that contains numerous references to the force policy.\footnote{173} The court describes how the defense’s expert (a “law enforcement consultant”) “concluded that the [police department’s] use of force policy and use of force continuum complied with Fourth Amendment standards.”\footnote{174} The court found that the “officers acted in accordance with the [police department’s] use of force policy,”\footnote{175} and ultimately the court held that the officers did not use excessive force.\footnote{176} In this case, we see the court not only mentioning a policy, but finding it relevant and worth discussing at length. We also see the court concluding that because a policy appears to comply with Fourth Amendment standards, and because an officer followed the policy, that the officer therefore complied with the Fourth Amendment.

In a third example of relevance, an Ohio plaintiff was tased and subsequently brought a § 1983 suit.\footnote{177} The court discusses the fact that the town had “investigated this incident and determined that [the officer] had complied with its Use of Force Policy.”\footnote{178} The court stated that the policy “instructs officers on ‘constitutional adherence’ in the use of force,” to “use reasonable force,” and “provides the definition of reasonable force specifically relying on the United States Supreme Court case \textit{Graham v. Connor}.” Finally, the court wrote that there is an “instructional Taser class” and that the officer not only “completed the required training,” but “was also certified as a Taser instructor.”\footnote{179} In this decision, the court (1) gives credence to the internal investigation; (2) evokes constitutional adherence to \textit{Graham} as if the case reflects a substantive constraint; and (3) includes the fact that the officer was a “certified” instructor. Thus, the court discusses the policy as a
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relevant element in deciding the constitutionality of the force used.

There are also instances where a court might invoke the internal adjudicatory process of the police department and discuss the use-of-force policy in depth. In a case from Maine involving the use of a Taser, the court states: “Ultimately, both the Force Review Board and the internal affairs investigation concluded that the use of the Taser was justified and in keeping with departmental policy to overcome Parker’s resistance to being taken into lawful custody following his arrest for operating under the influence” and that the officer was acting within “his department’s use-of-force policy and applicable law.”

The court concluded that summary judgment was appropriate for most of the officers.180

A district court in Phoenix deciding an excessive force claim made a similar statement, using the following language: “The City of Phoenix investigated and determined that [the officer’s] actions were in compliance with the Phoenix Police Department’s use of force policy.”182 In another excessive force case from California, after outlining the relevant portions of the force policy, the court states that the actions of the officer were “consistent and in compliance with Inyo County Sheriff’s Department training and policy” as well as “with the California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training use of force policy in California.”

With these examples, the courts integrate use-of-force policies as relevant elements of a decision on excessive force, or even describing the internal or municipal adjudicatory process in relation to the policy. By allowing them to be incorporated in this way, the courts permit use-of-force policies to—directly or indirectly—evoke a sense of compliance through relevance. In finding these policies relevant, the court allows organizational structures (the policies) to be utilized by courts adjudicating constitutional violations.
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181 Id. at *29; see also Scott v. Deleon, No. 2:15-cv-02193, 2016 WL 9685994, at *1 (W.D. Ark., 2016) (“A use of force review was conducted and Defendant Kevin Lindsey, who was at that time Chief of Police, determined that Deleon’s use of force in the sally port complied with Fort Smith Police Department policy.”).
3. Third Stage: Deference to the Presence of a Policy

On the far end of this spectrum, the court might fully defer to a use-of-force policy in evaluating a claim of excessive force. In one case from Texas, the plaintiff brought suit after an officer struck him in the knee in a manner that caused significant injury, including a ruptured femoral artery. The court proceeded to directly and explicitly integrate the force policy into its opinion on the excessive force claim, treating it with substantial deference.

Under the Fort Worth Police Department's guidelines, a knee strike is considered an intermediate use of force and not deadly use of force or a technique that could cause serious injury. Thus, although [the plaintiff] suffered a severe injury that may have resulted from [the officer's] use of the knee strike, that injury will not color the Court's analysis as to the reasonableness of the use of that technique. To allow such an influence would bias the objective review of the officer's use of force with 20/20 hindsight. Under the circumstances of this case, and resisting the temptations of 20/20 hindsight, the Court concludes that the officers [sic] use of force was not excessive.

By invoking the policy, the court makes it an integral part of the decision-making process beyond mere reference or relevance; it largely constitutes the holding. What is also interesting here is that the court invokes the "20/20 hindsight" element of Graham, in combination with the policy, to find that the instance of force was not excessive. The court thereby absolves itself of analytical responsibility beyond the generalized rehashing of Graham's vagueness alongside the police department's own interpretation of the Graham standard. The court goes on:

According to the police department's guidelines, this level of force is appropriate "when the officer meets an actively resisting subject who represents a physical threat to the safety of the officer or attempts to use force against the officer or another but does not yet represent a life-endangering threat." Faced with just such a situation, the officers used the appro-
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appropriate level of force to protect their safety and minimize [the plaintiff's] potential threat.\textsuperscript{187}

By directly discussing the force policy, the court indicates its centrality and magnitude in its decision. More than just referencing it or discussing its relevance, the policy is integrated into the holding as a critical piece of the court's decision-making process. The force policy is thereby part of the meaning-making application of law.

In a second example from West Virginia, the court holds that the officer's conduct was "objectively reasonable," similarly pointing directly to the force policy in its holding.\textsuperscript{188} The court states: "Officer Hennessey acted reasonably under the circumstances to protect both [the plaintiff] and himself, \textit{in accordance with the Morgantown City Police Department's Use of Force policy} and therefore "did not violate [the plaintiff's] Fourth Amendment right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure."\textsuperscript{189} As we see here, the court cites the force policy explicitly as part of its holding that the force was reasonable. The presence of the force policy is effectively equated to compliance with the Fourth Amendment.

A third example of this process can be seen in a wrongful death suit brought by the parents of a Wisconsin man shot and killed by police in front of his house.\textsuperscript{190} In this case, the court wrote that pursuant to the "law at the time of the incident, as well as the policies for both law enforcement agencies, permitted the use of deadly force under certain circumstances."\textsuperscript{191} The Court also noted that since it "agree[d] that other police, confronted with the same situation, would find that the force used by the defendants was reasonable, the defendants [were] shielded from this action under the principles of qualified immunity."\textsuperscript{192} The court places the use-of-force policies on the same level as the law to demonstrate their significance in un-
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\textsuperscript{189} Id.; see also Alicea v. Schweizer, No. CIV.A. 14-0213, 2015 WL 4770680, at *1 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 12, 2015) (discussing the training officers received on the police department's "rules and directives, including the use of force policy" in finding that defendants were entitled to judgment as a matter of law); McElroy v. City of Birmingham, 903 F. Supp. 2d 1228, 1232 (N.D. Ala. 2012) ("Officer Hutchins received training at the Police Academy on dealing with a person with a mental illness and on the City's Use-of-Force Policy. . . . The City's Use-of-Force Policy establishes and regulates the amount of force a Birmingham police officer is allowed to use in various situations." (citation omitted)).
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derstanding the constitutionality of the use of force. In finding the force used within the realm of what is constitutionally permissible (via qualified immunity), the court defers to the policy.

In these cases, federal courts effectively defer to the presence of a policy as signaling compliance with the Fourth Amendment. The presence of the policy thwarts the plaintiffs' claims that the force used against them violated the Fourth Amendment. The courts include use-of-force policies as part of or leading to the holding, indicating that the importance of the policy goes beyond reference or relevance. As such, federal courts give credence to these policies, allowing the embedded managerial preferences to effectively become Fourth Amendment standards with regards to excessive force inquiries.

These examples of reference, relevance, and deference allow us to see how the legal system engages with use-of-force policies in a manner that validates and valorizes the policies as indicative of compliance with constitutional mandates. This is the last stage of endogeneity, i.e., the final step in the process through which the regulated actor defines the terms and conditions of legal compliance. As Edelman notes, "when courts—as well as other legal institutions—rely on myth and ceremony . . . rights themselves become merely symbolic." 193

This legal analysis along with our data on use-of-force policies suggests that Fourth Amendment considerations of excessive force are not the exogenous process many consider them to be, and that police can exert their own conceptualizations of the law through use-of-force policies that are seen as relevant, used as reference points, or deferred to by federal courts. Law—and the meaning of law—rarely exists outside of real sociolegal structures of interpretation and manifestation. Through these use-of-force policies, there is a process of knowledge production in which symbolic structures advocating police/managerial preferences become constitutional law and truncate the rights of those the Fourth Amendment is supposed to protect—the public.

CONCLUSION: TOWARD THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF USE-OF-FORCE POLICIES

This Article provides empirical evidence on use-of-force policies that gives rise to a new way of conceptualizing excessive force claims under the Fourth Amendment. Contrary to traditional understandings that frame the Fourth Amendment

193 Edelman, supra note 13, 217.
as an exogenous determinant for how police understand their use-of-force responsibilities, our data and analysis suggest that use-of-force policies often reflect an endogenous process. Ambiguous doctrine and case law allow police departments to define what is reasonable through their own administrative preferences which become a symbolic structure of compliance that federal courts come to refer, rely upon, or defer to in understanding what the Constitution requires. Thus, Fourth Amendment reasonableness is not merely defined by external legal mechanisms like constitutional text or judicial decisions, but also shaped endogenously by police departments and their use-of-force policies. The reframing offered by this Article provides a new understanding for how and why the Fourth Amendment has been ineffective in curbing excessive and deadly force by the police or holding them accountable after the fact.

While the empirical study of use-of-force policies opens up new possibilities for thinking about the relationship between police administrative policies and constitutional law, it is not without limitations. Not all Fourth Amendment excessive force cases refer to or incorporate use-of-force policies. This Article is interested in those instances in which they do and how, if at all, courts treat these policies when discussed in their decisions. Moreover, police excessive force claims are decided through diverse means; no one explanation captures every dynamic. Yet, by empirically examining use-of-force policies and how they are used in judicial decisions, we are able to have a sense of the bottom up pressures that can shape courts’ understandings of what counts as excessive force.

This Article focuses on performing the preliminary empirical work to identify a dynamic between the Fourth Amendment, excessive force jurisprudence, and police administrative policies that has not been discussed in the literature and understanding how the policy preferences of police departments can become constitutional standards adhered to by federal courts. It is our intent that this Article serves as the beginning of a scholarly conversation on the diverse implications of these findings. We anticipate that future studies can uncover underlying patterns of judicial deference to use-of-force policies across various time periods or make comparative claims about legal endogeneity theory in civil and criminal contexts. Such research can make important contributions to understanding how and why police violence persists in many communities.
Understanding the endogenous relationship between use-of-force policies and federal courts’ conceptions of excessive force also creates new possibilities for reform in reducing the instances of police brutality in the communities they serve. In addition to encouraging federal courts to be more specific in how they characterize and define appropriate versus excessive force, our key recommendation is that use-of-force policies must become radically democratic documents that allow diverse constituencies to participate in their creation.

There are approximately 18,000 police agencies in the United States, each of which has the power to define its use-of-force policy.194 A combination of the Black Lives Matter movement, consent decrees, and an active Department of Justice during the Obama Administration put pressure on police departments to reform their use-of-force policies over the past several years195—from Las Vegas196 to Baton Rouge197 to Asheville.198 Other locales voluntarily responded in the face of civilian pressure, such as in St. Paul.199 Members of the community can offer recommendations and feedback in an advisory committee or a public comment period, and a consent decree may tell a department to specifically do something like focus on de-escalation.200 In Denver, for instance, after the

198 See Bothwell, supra note 195.
police department failed to sufficiently involve the community, an advisory committee of community members participated in updating the rules in 2017.201

The San Francisco Police Department approved an updated policy in 2016 after not having done so since 1995.202 This new policy features all of the substantive protections discussed in Part III.203 The process of updating the policy happened, at least in part, due to the killing of Mario Woods. It was launched based on a mayoral initiative and involved discussions with numerous stakeholders, including the San Francisco Police Department, the San Francisco Police Officers Association, the Board of Supervisors, the San Francisco Police Commission, and community members.204 The Police Commission's then-President stated: "The people of San Francisco have demanded that we make meaningful change."205

In addition, Chicago—a department with a use-of-force policy with many key protections—similarly faced public and federal pressures to change. In early 2017, the DOJ released a highly critical report of the Chicago Police Department's excessive use of force and continuous violation of citizen's civil rights.206 The DOJ's investigation started after the death of

203 See discussion supra Part III.
205 Lamb, supra note 204.
Laquan McDonald, a Black teenager shot sixteen times by Chicago police as he was walking away.\(^{207}\) As a result, in May of 2017, the Chicago Police Department announced stricter use-of-force rules that focus on firearm restrictions, de-escalation, and requiring officers to seek medical attention for citizens after using force.\(^{208}\) According to Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson, the policy incorporated input from citizens through community meetings, two public comment periods, and focus groups with officers and police supervisors.\(^{209}\)

Thus, mounting pressure from the public and federal government over the past five years has had the effect of increasing community involvement in the process of producing new administrative rules and regulations. In order to break the cycle of legal endogeneity that allows police departments to develop policies that are favorable to police and less attentive to the wellbeing of community members, cities and municipalities must find ways to ensure that the public is deeply involved in developing community standards to define what is reasonable and how they expect their police departments to use force. Given the remarkably high stakes, this democratization of use-of-force policies must go beyond mere city council meetings and public discussions to find novel ways for community members to have permanent roles in defining and implementing standards that can guide officer decision making and hold police accountable when standards are not met.

In addition to initiating conversations concerning reform, it is also our hope that scholars will view this Article as an invitation to think more sociologically in understanding the social and organizational forces that endogenously create law as opposed to treating law as an entity that exists anterior to social relations. While legal endogeneity has been well received as a theory for understanding dynamics surrounding organiza-
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tional behavior and statutory laws,210 we invite scholars to apply this same type of sociological thinking to understanding various aspects of public law. Taking this approach might create new ways for considering whether our commitments to the rule of law and a just and fair society are being met.

210 Edelman's *Working Law: Courts, Corporations, and Symbolic Civil Rights* has won the American Sociological Association Distinguished Book Award, the Distinguished Book Award for the Sociology of Law Section of the American Sociological Association, the Academy of Management George R. Terry Book Award, and Honorable Mention for the American Political Science Association Law and Courts Sections C. Herman Pritchett Award.